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Overview 
 
Fitting of the Z32 ECU is a functional and cost effective way to tune the R33 RB25DET 
Skyline when fitted with a NIStune board. The main ECU pin-outs are the same, so the 
Z32 ECU will actually plug into the R33 without modification. 
 
There are some secondary signals which differ between the two ECU’s. So for best 
integration into a standard R33 Skyline we’ve provided some basic instructions detailing 
the changes.   
 
As a minimum it’s recommended to do the resistor modification to correct the Fuel 
Temperature input – this will avoid incorrect fuel temperature measurements affecting the 
tune (see Section 5). 

 
Instructions are for modifying the Z32 ECU for a direct R33 plug-in. This saves re-wiring 
the R33 harness - which means the standard ECU can easily be re-fitted if required. The 
same outcome may be realised by modifying the wiring harness if you’d rather not modify 
the ECU.   
 
NIStune has provided a base image which consists of the Z32 base with R33 maps/tables 
merged. Files can be found in the NIStune ROM pack (from V3 onwards) under the Type 
2/ECR33_RB25 folder (refer downloads section at www.nistune.com).  
 
These files should provide a good starting point for tuning. Experience has shown that an 
RB25DET running the standard 370cc injectors and standard AFM will run quite well 
before any tuning even takes place. 
 
Base images are configured for Series 1 R33 engines. Series 2 use a different airflow meter, so be 
sure to change the airflow meter in NIStune (Operations, Change Mass Airflow Meter) when you 
first connect to your ECU. Response curves for both airflow meters are very similar, so this should 
have minimal affect on the rest of the tune (K constant, load scales etc.). 

 
 



Notes 
 
1) The Z32 uses a switch on the TPS (Throttle Position Sensor) to sense closed throttle. 
R33 RB25 S1 does not. The Z32 ECU will use default “limp” values to determine TPS 
closed for idle calculations. This works quite effectively provided TPS is adjusted correctly.  
 
2) We recommend Z32 (8 bit) ECU’s for this modification. These can be any JDM , EDM or 
1990-1992 USDM model ECU. It does not matter if the ECU is naturally aspirated or turbo, 
manual or auto. (Nissan part numbers 23710-30Pxx, 31Pxx, 37Pxx, 40Pxx, 41Pxx, 46Pxx, 
47Pxx and 48Pxx).  
 
Avoid later model USDM (1993-1996) 16 bit Z32 ECU’s (Nissan part numbers 23710-
45Pxx, 53Pxx, 51Pxx). 
 
3) Note that most USDM Z32 ECU’s are not stamped with a Nissan part number. However 
there is a manufacturer (JECS) part number which begins with A18. We can work out the 
Nissan part number if you contact us with the JECS part number, or you can connect to 
the ECU using any consult tool to retrieve the Nissan part number. 
 
Instructions provided involve modifications to the ECU circuit board. Do not attempt 
this unless you are proficient in this type of work. No responsibility taken for 
information provided. Double check your work and continuity check all 
modifications on the ECU connector before using in the vehicle! 



 
1) Knock Sensor inputs – pin 23/24 

 
The R33 RB25 engine uses twin knock sensors with Nissan part number 22060-56S10 
(shared with R32 RB20DET). Z32 VG30 only uses a single knock sensor but with different 
Nissan part number 22060-30P00 (shared with various SR20 engines).  
 
RB25 knock sensor wires 23 (cylinder 1-3) and 24 (cylinder 4-6) go into the Z32 ECU 
however the Z32 ECU only uses a single knock sensor input, on pin 23. 
 
After customer feedback we recommend only leaving a single knock sensor connected 
which will cover knock for part of the engine block 
 
Otherwise we recommend stubbing out the knock sensor input by using a resistor to 
remove knock sensing input completely if during tuning the ECU appears to be 
oversensitive and pulling additional timing. 
 
Stubbing out involves cutting the pin 23 knock sensor wire at the loom and soldering to a 
470Kohm resistor between this wire and sensor ground (pin 30) on the ECCS harness. 
 

2) O2 Sensor inputs – pin 29/55 
 
RB25 uses a single O2 sensor. Z32 uses twin. Link the O2 sensor input for RB25 (pin 29) 
to pin 55 so both O2 sensor inputs (LHS and RHS) receive a signal. This avoids the 
potential condition of RHS bank being open circuit (and assigned a default value of 0.3 
volts by the ECU) meaning a potentially lean condition. 
 

 
 

Link pins 29 - 55 

 



3) Power Steer switch input – pin 19/34 
 
RB25 power steering input goes to pin 19. This pin is used to drive the rad fan relay on 
Z32, so this signal must be moved to the Z32 power steer input pin (pin 34). This is 
achieved by linking across to the correct pin and then isolating the original pin by cutting a 
track on the board. 
 
 
 

 
 

Link pins 19 – 34 

 
 

 
 

Cut track on top side of ECU 

 



 
4) Exhaust Over Temp Output – pin 33   * Series 1 and Series 2 

 
Z32 ECU uses this line to drive the FICD (Fast Idle Control Device) – for idle up when the 
air conditioner is on. 
 
FICD is driven separately on the R33 Series 1 RB25 via the air conditioner system (not via 
ECU) and driven from pin 36 on the R33 Series 2 RB25. 
 
The R33 RB25 engine uses pin 33 for the Exhaust Overtemp Lamp on the dash. This line 
should be disconnected to avoid the lamp being illuminated in the vehicle. 
 
 

 
1Cut track near IC621 (5 pins from left) 

 
5) Fuel Temperature input – pin 36   

 
Z32 ECU uses a fuel temperature sensor and R33 RB25 does not. A Diagnostic Trouble 
Code (DTC) will be raised by the Z32 ECU if it senses that the Fuel Temperature voltage 
is out of range 
 
Series 1 
 
Series 1 does not have a wire connected to this pin. This input can be simulated by fitting 
a 2K resistor between pin 36 and GND (pin 30) – which will give a reading of around 25 
degrees fuel temp (other values can also be used eg: 1K = 40 degrees). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Series 2 
 

Series 2 has the FICD wire connected to this pin. The track leading to this wire must be cut 
from the Z32 Fuel temperature input circuitry as per below.  
 

 
 
Bottom side of ECU put 2.2K ohm resistor in parallel to R252 to put Z32 ECU Fuel Temp 
input to a valid reading. 
 

 
 

Hint: To find the resistor have the bottom side of the ECU with the blue plug facing your 
left. In the middle of the ECU is a black insulator. The resistor is 2cm up and 1cm right 
from this insulator. 



 
6) Air Conditioner FICD  – pin 36  * Series 2 only 

 
Series 2 FICD functionality requires routing a wire from the Z32 FICD output driver (pin 5 
of IC621) directly to pin 36 (RB25 FICD output pin) as pictured below. 
 



 
7) Injectors/IGN signals 

 
Swapping of injector/IGN signals is not required. Although the pin assignments on the 
ECU’s are different, when the Z32 ECU is used with R33 RB25DET wiring loom, the 
injector banks correspond with the intended injection order. So no modification is required. 
 
 
Supporting Data (Series 1 RB25DET) 
 

 



Z32 ECCS DIAGRAM



R33 (Series 1) ECCS DIAGRAM 
 


